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Dear Readers,

As festive season has arrived, we have latest news and updates for you to cherish and 
enjoy along the celebration of Eid. This season there is much ado about politics as well as 
entertainment, sports and fashion. You will be pleased to read about the exciting launch of 
concept store by the famous fashion store “Sapphire” and also the unstitched collection of 
famed fashion brand Crimson.

In Sync includes the astonishing strike of Indians against Modi anti labor politics and also 
dramatic cause of MQM bringing resolution against Altaf bhai. Much more perception about 
politics and drama is included to raise your level of interests in the dynamic world of politics.

This month’s issue also enhances you with beauty and health tricks to make you alluring and 
improve your well being. Our potpourri features things for men to do before 40 which will be 
interestingly beneficial for the readers.

Pakistan has been creating great news which is featured in our latest magazine. This includes 
Pakistan being selected as no 1 team for the test rankings in the Sync Sports and the historic 
record of two Pakistani sisters flying a plane contemporaneously.

At the end, you will be entertained to read a featured mixed review of the Bollywood action 
movie “A FLYING JATT” revealing the fictional roles of famous stars Jacqueline and Tiger.

Happy Reading!
Syncmag Team
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In-Sync

India Workers’ Strike Against Modi’s Anti-
Labour Policies

STIRLING, United Kingdom: Scotland´s First Minister Nicola Sturgeon on 
Friday launched a major new survey on independence, saying the Brexit 
vote had changed the conditions that existed when Scotland voted against 
secession in 2014. “Brexit raises afresh the issue of independence... 
It would allow us to take control of our own destiny,” Sturgeon told 
lawmakers from her Scottish National Party, which favours breaking off 
from the rest of Britain.
Centre-left leader Sturgeon said the survey would be conducted through 
a website and by polling party members, aiming to reach two million 
people, or around half the electorate. The results are due by St Andrew´s 
Day on November 30  celebrating Scotland´s patron saint.
“I believe it is right that our party does now lead a new conversation on 
independence. It will be a new debate, it will not be a re-run of 2014,” 
she said. Scots are deeply divided on the issue and a new poll by YouGov 
published on Friday found 54 percent were against independence and 
46 percent in favour. In Scotland´s independence referendum two years 
ago, 55 percent voted against and 45 percent in favour. But Sturgeon said 
she believed support for separation would increase once the effects of 
Brexit become clear and argued that the weakness of the main opposition 
Labour Party meant the centre-right Conservatives could be in power for 
decades to come

NEW DELHI: Transport services were 
disrupted across India on Friday 
and state-run banks and insurance 
companies were shut as more than a 
million workers went on a strike, saying 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi was 
pursuing anti-labour policies.
Trade unions backed by communist 
parties and the main opposition 
Congress said a government decision 
to raise minimum wages for unskilled 
workers did not go far enough and 
there was no social security or 

pensions for millions who were outside 
the organized sector.
The workers are also opposed to the 
Modi government’s decision to open 
up the railways and defense sectors to 
greater foreign direct investment, which 
they say is a way to undermine state 
firms.
Workers in various places waved red 
flags and picketed outside government 
offices, blocked trains and roads with 
burning tyres and shouted slogans 
against the government.

In New Delhi, nurses went on strike at government hospitals and 
courted arrest in support of higher wages, disrupting services.
“We have been putting forward our demands for the last five years. 
But over the last year no minister has even met the trade unions,” 
said Tapan Sen, general secretary of the Centre of Indian Trade 
Unions, one of 10 groups boasting a combined membership of 180 
million workers that called the strike.

Since the Modi government took office in 2014, it has taken a 
series of incremental steps to make labor laws less onerous for 
businesses and attract foreign investment. But fear of a union-
led backlash has made the Indian leader leave the responsibility 
for unshackling the labor market with states. He let his party’s 
governments in Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh states take the lead 
in this area.

Scottish Leader Sturgeon 
Launches New
Independence Drive
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Melania Trump Sues
Daily Mail, Blogger Over 
‘Defamatory’ Stories
WASHINGTON: Melania Trump, the wife of U.S. Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump, 
sued the Maryland-based publisher of the Daily Mail Online and a blogger on Thursday over stories 
about her past she believes were “tremendously damaging,” her attorney said in a statement. Late 
Thursday, the Daily Mail retracted a story in a posting on its website.“To the extent that anything 
in the Daily Mail’s article was interpreted as stating or suggesting that Mrs. Trump worked as an 
‘escort’ or in the ‘sex business’... is hereby retracted, and the Daily Mail newspaper regrets any such 
misinterpretation.

A Daily Mail story last month cited a 
Slovenian magazine’s report that a 
modeling agency that Trump worked 
with in New York in the 1990s also 
served as an escort business, linking 
wealthy clients with women for sexual 
services.

Trump had notified the British 
newspaper and other news 
organizations on Aug. 22 that she 
would take legal action, Trump’s 
attorney, Charles Harder, said in an 
email at the time, calling the reports 
“outright lying.”

“These defendants made several 
statements about Mrs. Trump that 
are 100% false and tremendously 
damaging to her personal and 
professional reputation,” he said in a 
statement on Thursday. The lawsuit 
was filed in state circuit court in 
Montgomery County, Maryland.

The lawsuit alleges that the Maryland 

blogger, Webster Griffin Tarpley, 
published “false and defamatory 
statements” about Trump, including 
that the former model had suffered 
from “a full-blown nervous 
breakdown.” “Defendants’ actions are 
so egregious, malicious and harmful 
to Mrs. Trump that her damages are 
estimated at $150 million dollars,” her 
lawyer’s statement said.

Tarpley said in a statement that the 
lawsuit is “without merit.”
“We are confident that Mrs. Trump will 
not be able to meet her high burden 
of proving the statements published 
about her on my website were 
defamatory in any way,” he said.

Trump, who now has her own jewelry 
line, was born in Slovenia and moved 
to the United States in the 1990s. She 
married Donald Trump, the Republican 
presidential nominee for the Nov. 8 
election, in 2005.

Two Sisters Make History By Co-
Flying Boeing 777

MQM Brings Resolution Against 
Altaf Hussain In NA

KARACHI:  Two pilot sisters working as pilots 
for Pakistan International Airlines (PIA) have 
become the first such pair to fly concurrently the 
Boeing 777 aircraft. Pakistan International Airlines 
spokesman Danyal Gilani said that Maryam 
Masood and Erum Masood have been flying 
different planes for a while but finally ended up 
flying the same plane recently.
“Pilot sisters make history for PIA by flying 
Boeing 777 concurrently,” Mr Gilani said.

ISLAMABAD: Muttahida Qaumi Movement 
(MQM) lawmakers have submitted a resolution 
against party founder Altaf Hussain over his 
anti-Pakistan remarks. The resolution submitted 
in the lower house of the parliament is signed 
by 22 MQM member national assembly.

The resolution strongly condemned Altaf 
Hussain’s anti-Pakistan remarks and attack on 
media house after his speech on August 22. It 
also condemned crime, torture, terrorism and 
anti-Pakistan slogans and actions.

The house lauds the stance of MQM Pakistan, 
it adopted on August 23, it said and added that 
MQM Pakistan and his followers are no doubt 
sincere Pakistani citizens.

The resolution also called upon the state of 
Pakistan and its institutions to welcome MQM 
Pakistan with open heart.
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The Beauty Benefits of Natural Oils
Why Try Natural Oils?
They are touted as alternatives to condition hair, moisturize skin, fight acne, and strengthen nails. 
Take a stroll down the beauty aisle of your drugstore and you’ll find them in many products. 
Do they work? You might need to experiment. Everyone’s skin is different, and it comes 
down to trial and error.

Marula
Made from the fruit of the marula tree, which is native to South Africa, this oil is rich and 
hydrating. It’s full of fatty acids, which dermatologists say soothe dry skin. It absorbs 
quickly and won’t leave you shiny or greasy.

Tea Tree
Red, inflamed breakouts happen when bacteria gets trapped inside your pores. Research 
shows that tea tree oil helps zap that bacteria. In one trial, it beat a placebo gel (which has no 
active ingredients) at treating acne and calming inflammation. Another study found that it was as 
effective as benzoyl peroxide, a common ingredient in over-the-counter zit remedies.

Argan
Sometimes called “liquid gold,” argan oil is rich in antioxidants called polyphenols, which can fight the effects 
of aging. Dermatologists also say its omega-3 fatty acids boost collagen growth and plump up your skin. It 
doesn’t matter if you have a dry, oily, or normal skin type. It also conditions hair, but doesn’t weight it down 
or make it feel greasy. You can still use your other hair care products, too.

Chamomile and Peppermint
You probably think of chamomile as a relaxing tea, but the oil from this daisy-like plant can also calm your 
skin. Skin specialists call it an anti-inflammatory and an antiseptic, which cuts down on redness, irritation, 
and the chance of infection. Peppermint oil has the same soothing properties. Coconut Dry, cracked skin is 
more likely to get infected, irritated, and have allergic reactions. Coconut oil protects and moisturizes it, and 
soothes the scaly, rough patches that go along with common conditions like eczema, too.

Rosehip and Carrot
You’ll find vitamin A in lots of skin care products. It’s a “retinoid,” a chemical that helps replace old skin cells with 
new ones and make collagen, which can ease color changes from scarring and stretch marks. Two oils that are 
particularly rich in vitamin A: rosehip seed and carrot. Some dermatologists say they’re also good as acne and anti-
aging treatments. You would use only a tiny dab at nighttime.

Rosemary and Castor
Want to plump up your ponytail? Does your scalp show more than it used to? Rosemary oil may help you get a thicker, 
shinier mane. In one study, 6 months of treatment worked as well as 2% minoxidil against androgenetic alopecia, a 
common form of hair loss in men and women. And it was less likely to cause an itchy scalp. Castor oil is another 
home remedy said to thicken brows and lashes. Before you try it, ask your doctor if it’s safe, since it would go near 
your eyes. The jury’s still out as to whether it really works.

Olive and Avocado
Got thin or brittle nails? For a simple, all-natural solution, dab a little olive or avocado oil on them before bed. 
The oils will soak in overnight and nourish with good-for-you fatty acids. You can use other types of oil for 
this, too.

Sesame
Could you replace your mouthwash with oil? It’s trendy, but oil pulling, or rinsing out your mouth with oil, is a 
generations-old remedy for healthy teeth and gums. Research shows it might help. Recent international studies 
found that swishing with sesame oil (coconut and sunflower work, too) can cut plaque and gingivitis. It may also 
wash away the microorganisms that cause bad breath.

What essential beauty oils can do for your hair, skin & nail!
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Crimson Luxe by Saira Shakira 
features one of the leading 
actresses of the Pakistani 
film industry, Sanam Saeed. 
The collection consists of 12 
unstitched 3-piece designs on 
luxury fabrics such as chiffon, silks, 
hand woven nets and organza 
with Saira Shakira’s signature 
embroideries and intricate hand 
work embellishments. The colour 
palette includesa variety of pastel 
shades as well as darker hues like 
scarlet reds.

Call Her Diva

SAIRA * SHAKIRA
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SHOOT CREDITS:

Collection: Crimson Luxe by Saira 
Shakira
Model: Sanam Saeed 
Photographer: Muzi Sufi 
Hair & Makeup: Omayr Waqar 
Jewellery: Rema Luxe, Esfir Jewels 

SAIRA * SHAKIRA
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THE CITIZENS FOUNDATION IMPARTING SENSE OF CREDIBILITY!
‘He who opens a school door, closes a prison’

The Citizens Foundation (TCF) is one of the largest 
non-profit organizations in Pakistan in the field of 
education. It was established in 1995, by a group 
of citizens in Karachi. It aims to provide quality 
education to the underprivileged youth in Pakistan. As 
of April 2014, TCF has expanded its network to 1000 
operational School Units, which provide education to 
145,000 students nationwide.

Introduction
TCF is a professionally managed charitable 
organization that builds and runs schools primary 
and secondary education to boys and girls in rural 
areas and urban slums of Pakistan. The founders 
initially made five schools, and after managing 
them successfully they planned further expansion. 
Today, TCF has managed to spread their network of 
education all over the country. As of April 2014 TCF 
has expanded its network to 1000 operational School 
Units, which provide education to 145,000 students 
.TCF aims to bring about an enduring positive change 
for the communities most in need through: quality 
education, enabling moral, spiritual and intellectual 

enlightenment and creating opportunities to improve 
quality of life. In TCF schools a balanced gender ratio is 
maintained; close to 50% of students are female, while 
in many families female education is not encouraged. 
In order to achieve this goal female staff and teachers 
were hired to make parents comfortable with the idea 
of sending their girls to TCF schools. Each school 
hires support staff from within the community who 
convince the parents to send their children to school, 
especially girls.

Origin
Out of the population of 164,741,924 only 82,206,220 
people are educated in Pakistan and 24% of the 
population are below the poverty line. Like other 
developing countries of the world Pakistan also 
faces the issues of population explosion, poverty, 
unemployment, income disparity and low literacy 
rate. In 1995, six successful top-level managers 
of Pakistan attempted to find a way to solve these 
problems, and the root cause identified by them 
was education. Within a few months The Citizens 
Foundation (TCF) was formed in Karachi

Sync Feature
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Education Programme
The Citizens Foundation provides 
primary and secondary level 
education, through which they are 
trying to bring about a qualitative 
and quantitative change in the 
education sector of Pakistan. 
The students at TCF schools are 
charged a nominal fee, out of 
which up to 95% scholarship is 
awarded along with uniforms and 
books on a pay-as-you-can-afford 
basis. This is judged on the basis 
of the overall household income 
of each family, its circumstances 
and education related expenses. 
Applicants for financial assistance 
provide necessary details about 
their family income and resources 
by completing a scholarship form. 
TCF school staff, through visits to 
the applicants’ homes, verify this 
information. School principals then 
send completed scholarship forms, 
along with their recommendations 
to the Regional Office where the 
final decision is taken. Scholarships 
are given for one academic year 
and the recipients are eligible to 
reapply. Students who are eligible 
get uniforms and textbooks free of 
cost.

Teacher Training Center
In order to provide quality education 
to the students a Teacher Training 
Center was made in 1997, in 
Karachi. Every new teacher 
hired goes through four-weeks 
of extensive pre-service training 

before being permitted to teach at 
a TCF school. The training center 
closely evaluate the teachers 
during the year and provide training 
sessions from time to time as per 
requirement of the curriculum. At 
present there are 7,700 TCF-trained 
teachers teaching.

Allocation Of Donations
Being a charitable organization the 
sole source of income is donations. 
They receive nearly 80% of the funds 
from Pakistanis at home, which 
include corporate sponsorship and 
individuals. The rest of the donations 
are received from expatriate 
communities. More than 90 %  of 
the funds are utilized in the building 
and running of schools, providing 
equipment for libraries and science 
laboratories, children’s uniforms, 
books and snacks. The remaining 
are allocated for administration 
costs. TCF’s accounts are audited 
and available to the public. It was 
assigned a non-profit organization 
(NPO) governance rating of GR-8 
by JCR-VIS Credit Rating Co Ltd, 
denoting a high level of governance 
in TCF.

Earthquake Relief Operations
On October 8, 2005 Pakistan 
witnessed one of the worst 
natural disasters in its history, the 
earthquake in Azad Jammu and 
Kashmir and areas of NWFP. TCF 
provided earthquake victims with 
food, blankets and tents. Medical 

camps were set with adequate 
operation theatres. Rehabilitation 
process was started in which first 
6,300 shelters were built to help 
over 60,000 victims survive the 
harsh winters. Then a layout was 
made to make permanent houses 
and Earthquake Rehabilitation and 
Reconstruction Authority (ERRA) 
approved the design of the house.
TCF also developed a water supply 
scheme in most villages to provide 
easy access to water for the people. 
Previously many people had to 
walk to the neighboring village to 
get water in buckets or pots. In 
the earthquake-affected areas the 
whole infrastructure was destroyed, 
many schools collapsed killing 
thousands of teachers and children. 
21 schools will be built by TCF to 
help affected children.

International Presence
TCF has a network of supporters 
working for it worldwide. TCF, 
U.S. is a 501(c) (3) tax-exempt 
organization (recognized by the U.S. 
Internal Revenue Service). Friends 
of TCF, TCF’s UK Chapter, TCF UAE 
and TCF Canada are all registered 
in their respective countries and 
collect funds there to benefit TCF’s 
education programme.

Sync Feature
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Flashback 2015

Flashback TCF Gala 2015
Fourth TCF Montreal Gala was held on 

August 29th, 2015 at Hampton Inn & Suites. 
Some high profile & business personalities 
attended the fund raising event for making 

a difference in the lives of less fortune 
children. Let’s have the reminiscence of the 

memorable evening!

Photography By Kevin Bedi
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Flashback 2015

Photography By Kevin Bedi
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Things Men Should Do Before Turning 40

Sync-PotpourriSync-Potpourri

Get Adventurous- With your age, your 
body weakens but not the mind. Indulge 
in your favourite adventure sport like sky 
diving, river rafting, bunjee jumping, scuba 
diving, mountain biking, para sailing, para 
gliding and the likes. Visit at least 2-3 
countries around the world and get a slice 
of what the other country feels like.

Eat And Drink Without Guilt- With age 
comes health issues, so when you are 
young, indulge yourself a little in the most 
sinful of desserts, pastas, ice creams or 
whatever food you fancy.

Talk Without Inhibitions- After forty 
people will start considering you a very 
serious person. Speak your mind out and 
be frank in whatever you want to do.

Take Time For Yourself- Being with 
yourself, and loving yourself is of utmost 
importance. Reflecting and speculating 
your actions and talking to yourself makes 
you feel better and refines you.

Learn A New Art- Learning something 
new makes you discover your hidden 
potentials. Be it a music class, painting, 

cooking, baking, photography, whatever it 
is that catches your fancy, try and reap 
the happiness in it.

Donate Blood- This is the most fulfilling 
thing you could ever do. Saving someone’s 
life is something that you do not want to 
miss out on. You can also donate bone 
marrow tissue.

Workout And Be Happy- The unparalleled 
joy of a workout and a toned body is 
priceless. Workout, run, walk, cycle and 
do anything that keeps your heart racing 
in joy.

Volunteer- Being a volunteer gives as 
much happiness as charity. Spend a 
day or two with the homeless or work 
with an NGO. This gives you a different 
perspective of life altogether.

Write The Best Things About Yourself- 
Make a memoir of the best things you’ve 
done till date and read it after forty. It feels 
like a new journey altogether.

Surprise Your Loved Ones- A warm and 
pleasant surprise can linger in the hearts 
of many. Try and throw a surprise party or 
write few good things about someone you 
love the most and give it to them as a gift.

Relive Your Days- Party hard with your 
friends and have frequent reunions. You 
may also try yet another bachelor party 
even though you’re married.

Road Trip- Take the longest ever road trip 
you can. After forty your reflexes to drive 
may be reduced. So, drive the longest 
distance you can and trod the path not 
taken.

Visit Your Alma Mater- Visiting your 
college or university can make you walk 
on the nostalgic path again. Go to your 
college, meet your teachers, take a look 
at your classroom and the bench that you 
used to sit. Have a cup of tea or coffee 
at the college cafeteria and relive your 
memories.

Thank The People Around You- Gratitude 
is the best form of worship. Thank every 
person who has been a part of your life 
and has contributed to your growth and 
well-being. This is one important thing 
that men must do before they turn 40!

Stay Happy- Last but not the least, being 
happy is the key to a peaceful life ahead. 
So, do whatever it takes to make you 
happy and never stifle that happy heart.

Most of us dream of things that we love to do before we die. While some of us may lack the conviction or the will to do it, 
some others just follow their heart and do what they love. However, at some point we all feel the urge to do something before 
we outgrow ourselves. We’re talking about the best things to do before you hit naughty forty! Lets have a look at few things 

that you can’t afford to miss now.
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7 Ways to Make Water Taste Better

1. Add Fresh Fruit. Citrus fruits, 
such as lemons, limes, and oranges, 
are classic water enhancers, but 
other fruit flavors might also tempt 
your taste buds. Try crushing fresh 
raspberries or watermelon into 
your water, or adding strawberry 
slices. Cucumber and fresh mint are 
refreshing flavors as well especially 
in summer. 

2. Use Juice. Any fruit juice can be 
a good base flavor for water, but tart 
juices, like cranberry, pomegranate, 
grape, and apple, are especially 
delicious. Go for juices that are all 
natural, with no added sugars. And 
remember: Fruits and their juices 
don’t just taste good they contain 
vitamins and antioxidants that can 
benefit your health too. 

3. Make It Bubbly. Many people 
prefer sparkling to still water. If plain 
old water isn’t inspiring to you, try a 
naturally effervescent mineral water 
which will give you the added benefit 
of minerals. Or try bubbly seltzer, a 
carbonated water. You can add fresh 
fruit or natural juice flavors to your 
seltzer, as suggested above, or look 
for naturally flavored seltzers at 
your local market. If you become a 

seltzer devotee, you might want to 
consider getting a seltzer maker for 
your home. 

4. Get Creative With Ice. Some 
say that ice water tastes better than 
water served at room temperature. 
If that’s so, flavored ice cubes may 
make an even better drink. Use 
some of the flavoring suggestions 
above and start experimenting with 
fresh fruit, mint, or cucumber ice 
cubes. Simply chop your additive of 
choice, add it to your ice cube tray 
along with water, and then freeze. 
You may also consider juice, tea, 
or coffee cubes. If you want to be 
more creative, use ice cube trays 
that come in fun shapes, like stars, 
circles, or even fish. 

5. Drink Tea. Herbal, fruit, green, 
white, and red teas are generally 
considered to be better for you 
than black teas (or coffee, for that 
matter) because they contain little to 

no caffeine. And there are countless 
flavors of these teas to choose from. 
Start with the selection at your local 
market or health food store. If you’re 
interested in pursuing more exotic 
flavors and sophisticated teas, 
start researching the vast array of 
specialty teas that come from all 
parts of the globe. 

6. Try Bouillons, broths, and 
consommés. If your palate leans 
toward the savory, you may pass on 
tea and start sipping one of these hot 
and savory liquids instead. Choose 
low-fat and low-sodium versions for 
maximum health benefits. Because 
soup is water-based, a cup of hot 
soup will count toward your daily 
fluid consumption.
 
7. Add Fast Flavor. If you’re looking 
for a quick-and-easy flavor booster, 
you might also consider sugar-free 
drink mixes, and flavor cartridges 
that can be used with your faucet 
filter system. 

Not everybody has a taste for water, but we all need it to ensure that our bodies continue functioning 
properly. If you want to drink more water, but aren’t crazy about the taste (or lack thereof),

here are some tips that can make it more enjoyable!

Sync Health
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Secrets of Happy Families12
Sync Family

From the Brady Bunch and Partridge Family to the 
Cleavers, Cunninghams, and Cosbys, images of happy 
families have rarely been in short supply. We all have 

ideas about what they should look like. Does yours fit the 
portrait of a happy family? If not, don’t despair. Now we 

are letting you in on a few of the secrets to a happy family. 
You, too, can experience some of the domestic bliss that 

seemedpreviously reserved just for TV families.

Secret No. 1: Enjoy Each Other
The essence of a happy family is that they truly uplift each other and that all comes down to how they treat each 
other. There is a joy that characterizes their interaction. Parents come home and the kids are happy to see them 
and when kids come home, the parents are happy to see them.

Secret No. 2: Swap Stories
When your kids come home, ask them what happened in school and have a story for them. If you come home 
dejected and not really interested and then five minutes later the TV is on, why would they be happy to see you?
The bottom line is that when you come home, your kids have to come first. You must drop everything you are 
doing and always come home with something to share with your kids, whether a story or even the smallest 
vignette. This way you give your kids something to look forward to. The great bane of family life is boredom and 
that is what leads to dysfunction, affairs, and kids wanting to be with their friends over family

Secret No. 3: Put the Marriage First
Set a real example of love. The relationship and marriage must come first. Think Carol and Mike Brady of the 
Brady Bunch and Cliff and Clair Huxtable of the Cosby Show. There are many families where kids always come 
first. Then they become substitute providers of love. That’s an unfair burden to put on a kid. It’s also bad for 
families because kids will move out of the house eventually.

Secret No. 4: Break Bread Together
Families that eat together, stay together. It’s that simple. Family dinners are essential. It’s a time to connect. 
Have a minimum of four family dinners per week.

Happy Family Secret No. 5: Play Together
Have one or two unifying activities that the family does together on a nightly basis. We suggest bedtime stories 
for young children or reading a chapter from a novel to an older child.

Secret No. 6: Put Family Before Friends
In happy families, family comes before friends. The camp counselor understands something that parents don’t 
and that is that caring for kids also has to be fun. Give rules, but understand that kids need fun, too. When kids 
get bored and listless, they start looking for excitement out of the home and that is when friends become more 
important. Friendship is important, but subordinate to family.
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Secret No. 7: Limit Children’s After-School Activities
Today, growing numbers of kids are overscheduled and participate in six or seven after-school activities per 
week. The mother becomes a chauffeur and the children are never home at the same time. This is not a recipe 
for a happy family. If your kids grow up not knowing how to do ballet, they will be OK. No after-school activities 
is an extreme and too many activities is the other extreme, but moderation is where we should aim. Create your 
own after-school activities as a family. For example, take your kids rollerblading, bike riding, or swimming after 
school as a family.

Secret No. 8: Build and Honor Rituals
Families need rituals. Rituals can be religious, national, or even family-specific. Happy families have meaningful 
rituals and are not stressed out by them. They can be unique to your own family such as going for bagels on 
Saturday morning, a weekly pizza night, or even a family song. Rituals tend to bring family members close 
together because they are repeated over time. To work, rituals need to be flexible. They can’t be rigid. If the 
bagel place is closed, you have to go someplace else.

Secret No. 9: Keep Your Voices Down
Remember that children thrive on stability. There has to be a calm environment at home. Talk to your kids, give 
them strict rules, and punish children when necessary, but don’t lose control and yell. If you yell at kids that 
shows you are out of control and you create a nonpeaceful environment.

Secret No. 10: Never Fight in Front of the Kids
TV viewers never really saw Carol and Mike Brady go at it, did they? While some fighting or bickering may be 
inevitable, try to keep it away from the children. If your kids see you fight and argue, apologize and say, We are 
sorry you had to see it. Daddy and I just had a disagreement, but everything is OK now.

Secret No. 11: Don’t Work Too Much
All work and no play does worse things to a family than make it dull. If you are away all the time and don’t 
prioritize your kids, your kids will internalize feelings of insecurity. They’ll begin to believe that they’re not 
valuable enough.

Secret No. 12: Encourage Sibling Harmony
Sibling rivalry can be divisive. Try to speak to my kids about how fortunate they are to have siblings.
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The coveted house of Sania 
Maskatiya introduces Shades 
of Autumn; celebrating and 
exploring the simplistic elements 
of nature. The collection features 
25 original semi-formal/luxury-
pret designs, combining elegance 
with signature Sania Maskatiya 
geometrics and florals in sleek 
Eastern and Western silhouettes. 
Shades of Autumn includes hand 
worked embroideries across the 
design house’s signature cuts, 
within a varying colour palette.

Sania Maskatiya’s 
Eid Collection 
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PHOTOGRAPHY CREDIT:

Brand: Sania Maskatiya
Collection: Shades of Autumn  
Eid Collection
Photography: Shabaz Shazi
Hair & Make-up: Nabila Salon 
Model: Sadaf Kanwal
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L’oréal Pakistan Hosted The 
Graduation Ceremony

Eros Now Announces Salute Siachen First-Ever Celebrity 
Expedition To Siachen Glacier

L’Oréal, the world’s leading beauty company, firmly believes that beauty can be life changing. 
“Beauty for a Better Life” – is a philanthropic educational program with the mission to help 
the less privileged members of our society gain employment and a sense of self-esteem 
through top quality, free-of-charge professional make-up training over a period of 3 months.
The “Beauty for a Better Life” program which was rolled out with the support of the L’Oréal 
Foundation and in partnership with the NGO, ‘ICARE’ hosted the graduation ceremony of 

the 1st batch upon the successful completion. 

“Beauty for a Better Life” has been implemented across the globe in different countries 
to bring a positive change in the lives of the program beneficiaries through top quality, 
extensive and hands on training programs, free of cost.   The graduation ceremony 
kicked off with a welcome note by Shahzain Hafeez, Product Manager L’Oréal Pakistan 
who spoke briefly about the program. This was followed by media addresses from 
General Manager DPP L’Oréal Pakistan, Salman Amjad and Mehreen Syed, Chairperson 
ICARE who all shared their thoughts on the inauguration of the educational program in 
Pakistan. This was followed by certificates distribution ceremony and group photograph 
of the graduates.  

They fall, they rise, and they march ahead relentlessly, through extreme climatic conditions. Siachen Glacier. The world’s 2nd longest glacier has come to represent 
the resilience and fortitude of the Indian Army.  It all started in April 1981 when the Indian Army made history by traversing the uncharted Siachen, also known as 
the Third Pole. 

On the occasion of the 35th anniversary of this daring expedition, Eros Now, the leading OTT platform of Eros International Plc, announced today a ground breaking 
initiative, Salute Siachen, India’s first-ever celebrity expedition to the Siachen Glacier. The unique expedition will see nine celebrity adventurers from different walks 
of life, retrace and relive that journey. The 20-day expedition flags off this Independence Day (August 15) from Leh, and will culminate at Kumar Post, named after 
Colonel Narinder “Bull” Kumar, PVSM, KC, AVSM, MacGregor Medal, IMF Gold Medal, Padma Shri, Arjuna Award, FRGS. Bull Kumar planted the India flag on the 
Siachen Glacier in 1981 and became the first person to scale the uncharted Siachen from its freezing snout to its icy source. 

India’s much-loved celebrities have come together to take this arduous journey to salute the courage of our soldiers who man the posts there in conditions of 
extreme adversity. Popular Bollywood actors Arjun Rampal, Arunoday Singh, sports personalities - cricketer Rudra Pratap Singh and hockey player Yuvraj Walmiki, 
TV heartthrob Rannvijay Singha along with Namrata Gujaran, Hasan Zaidi and Sonnalli Seygall are in this select squad.The celebrity participants have undergone 
rigorous training and prepping for the expedition which will begin with a five-day acclimatization trek to Stok Kangri base camp near Leh. Once geared to face the 
journey ahead, they will proceed to Siachen Base Camp for the expedition to Kumar Post. They take with them the goodwill and gratitude of an entire nation as we 
join them in saluting Siachen…!

Dairy of the Month
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Crimson Launches 
Crimson Luxe By

Saira Shakira

Sapphire Takes Retail 
Experience To Another Level 

With The Launch Of Their 
‘Concept Store’

Fashion brand, Crimson celebrated the 
successful launch of their latest luxury 
unstitched collection, Crimson Luxe by Saira 
Shakira, in collaboration with designer duo 
Saira Shakira through a meet and greet at 
Cosa Nostra, Lahore on August 24, 2016. The event was well-attended by prominent 
personalities from the fashion industry including models, designers, socialites and 
media personalities. The décor was done by Sundus Mustafa of Whimsical Parties, with 
PR by Amjad Bhatti. 
The campaign, ‘Call Her Diva’, for Crimson Luxe by Saira Shakira, features one of the 
leading actresses of the Pakistani film industry, Sanam Saeed, as the face of the 
campaign. The collection consists of 12 unstitched 3-piece designs on luxury fabrics 
such as chiffon, silks, hand woven nets and organza with Saira Shakira’s signature 
embroideries and intricate hand work embellishments. The colour palette includes a 
variety of pastel shades as well as darker hues like scarlet reds.

Pakistan’s leading high-street and retail brand 
Sapphire, in line with the brand’s innovative 
spirit, proudly launched their ‘Concept Store’ 
at The Emporium Mall in Lahore on 18th 

August 2016. With the launch of this store, Sapphire aims to provide an unmatched 
shopping experience to the consumers. Indeed, this ‘Concept Store’ is the biggest 
operational store at The Emporium Mall as designed by ‘Strata by Yousaf Shahbaz’ 
with unprecedented experiential features such as an in house café serving savories, 
tea, coffee and confectionery from ‘Delish for Sapphire’. Sapphire has established the 
‘Concept Store’ in line with retail practices in place at luxury brands outlets across the 
globe. The concept store also offers kids play area for a seamless retail experience for 
women and families alike.

The launch event was well attended by fashion industry stalwarts, celebrities and 
media personalities alike and featured a live music performance by Uzair Jaswal of 
Coke Studio fame. PR for the event was done by Lotus with photography by Pinhole 
Studio.
With this launch, Sapphire also revealed their coveted Cambric Collection 2016, 
available nationwide same day. Always spearheading high-street campaigns, the 
Sapphire team shot the Cambric Collection 2016 in the enthralling historical city of 
Jaipur, the gateway to India’s most flamboyant state, Rajasthan, capturing the true 
essence and timelessness of the ‘Pink City’. The picturesque and royal architecture of 
Amer Fort, ancient ruins, elephants and strong sub continental culture provided an 
inimitable backdrop to Sapphire’s Cambric Collection 2016.

Dairy of the Month
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Double Cherry 
Semi-Freddo

• 1kg cherries, stones removed
• 400ml double cream
• 100g icing sugar
• 4 eggs, separated
• wafers, to serve (optional)

Set aside a handful (about 50g) of the pitted cherries. Place the remainder in a large pan set over a medium heat with the cream and 50g 
icing sugar. Bring up to the boil, then gently simmer for 5 mins until the cherries start to soften. Carefully whizz in a blender, then pass 
through a sieve.
Pour a little of the hot cherry cream over the egg yolks, whisk well, then pour back into the pan. Cook for about 5 mins more or until the 
mixture has thickened a little and will coat the back of a wooden spoon. Pour through a sieve into a bowl, cover the surface with cling 
film, then leave to cool completely.
Whisk the egg whites until stiff peaks form, then whisk in the remaining 50g sugar, 1 tbsp at a time. Keep whisking until the mixture 
is stiff and resembles shaving foam. Stir a third of the mixture into the cooled cream, mix until it is well incorporated, then gently fold 
through the remaining mixture in 2 goes.
Line a 900g loaf tin with cling film. Pour the mixture into the tin, then cover with cling film and place in the freezer for about 3 hrs until 
just starting to freeze. Stir the whole cherries into the semi-frozen mixture, then return to the freezer for at least 8 hrs or preferably 
overnight. Serve cut into slices with some berries, or sandwiched between wafers.

Method:

Sync Cuisine
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Chicken Tikka Skewers

Smoked Trout With Warm Jersey Royals

• 150g pot low-fat natural yogurt
• 2 tbsp hot curry paste
• 4 boneless, skinless chicken breasts, cubed
• 250g pack cherry tomatoes
• 4 wholemeal chapatis, warmed, to serve
• ½ cucumber, halved lengthways, deseeded
and sliced
• 1 red onion, thinly sliced
• handful chopped coriander leaves
• juice 1 lemon
• 50g pack lamb’s lettuces or pea shoots

• Jersey Royal new potatoes 500g
• Tarragon a small bunch, stems removed 
and leaves chopped
• Shallot 1, finely chopped
• Red wine vinegar 1 tbsp
• Extra-virgin olive oil 2 tbsp
• Spring onions 6, finely chopped
• Pea shoots 50g (or use 50g rocket)
• Hot smoked trout 125g

Put 8 wooden skewers in a bowl of water to soak. Mix the 
yogurt and curry paste together in a bowl, then add the chicken 
(if you have time, marinate for an hr or so). In a large bowl, toss 
together the cucumber, red onion, coriander and lemon juice. 
Chill until ready to serve.
Shake off any excess marinade, then thread the chicken pieces 
and cherry tomatoes onto the pre-soaked skewers. Cook under 
a medium grill for 15-20 mins, turning from time to time, until 
cooked through and nicely browned.
Stir the lettuce or pea shoots into the salad, then divide between 
4 plates. Top each serving with 2 chicken tikka skewers and 
serve with the warm chapatis.

Boil the potatoes in salted water for 10-15 minutes 
until easily pierced with a knife. Drain and when cool 
enough to handle, cut into thick slices.
Mix together the tarragon, shallot, red wine vinegar, 
oil and seasoning. Pour 3/4 of it over the warm 
potatoes and mix. Add the spring onions and pea 
shoots and mix again.
Divide between 2 plates and top with the hot trout. 
Pour the remaining dressing over and serve.

Ingredients

Ingredients

Method

Method

Sync Cuisine
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´La La Land´ Musical Masterpiece 
Dazzles Venice Film Fest

Salman Khan Launches Official Video
Game For Fans

Dwayne Johnson Dethrones Robert 
Downey Jr. As Highest Paid Actor

VENICE: A bewitching musical starring Ryan Gosling and Emma 
Stone whipped up a frenzy on the opening day of the Venice film 
festival Wednesday as it kicked off the race for the Golden Lion. 
Damien Chazelle´s “La La 
Land”, a tribute to the Golden 
Age of American musicals, 
reunites the stars, who 
appeared together in the 
2011 romcom “Crazy, Stupid, 
Love” -- but with oodles of 
singing this time. The world´s 
top film critics, gathered on 
the glamorous Lido di Venezia 
for the 10-day fest, cheered 
loudly as Chazelle and Stone met the press following the screening 
of the joyful, quirky film which won hearts from the opening shot. 
This world premier of the tale of a struggling jazz pianist and his 
actress girlfriend in Los Angeles is the first of 20 films in competition 
at the 73rd edition of the world´s oldest film festival. “Now more 
than ever we need hope and romance on the big screen,” said 
the American director, 31, a former jazz musician whose second 
feature film “Whiplash” (2014) received five Academy Award 
nominations. “There´s something about musicals, they are movies 
as a dreamland, expressing a world in which you break into song, 
in which you can violate the rules of reality,” he said. The film pays 
homage to classic musicals, with nods to scenes from “Singing in 
the Rain” (1952) and “Grease” (1978) as well as old-timers “Bringing 
Up Baby” (1938) and “Top Hat” (1935). Stone plays Mia, a wide-
eyed romantic who goes from audition to failed audition in her 
quest to make it big, while Gosling is Sebastian, a jazz pianist with a 
mission to save the medium, but who struggles to pay his bills.

The pair meet  in one of L.A´s famous traffic jams and then at a 
bawdy celebrity party -- before wooing each other in tap- and 
ballroom-dancing sequences reminiscent of American icons Fred 
Astaire and Ginger Rogers. “We talked a lot about how to justify 
doing a musical today. We went back to the old traditions and 
tried to make it as simple as that. No-one breaks into song unless 
it´s emotionally justified,” Chazelle said. In an auspicious start for 
the Golden Lion bid, the festival´s artistic director Alberto Barbera 
described “La La Land” as a movie “that does not merely reinvent 
the musical genre, it gives it a brand new start”. The picture bursts 
with enthusiasm and happiness from the opening scene: a big 
dance number on a freeway with men and women dressed in sun-
kissed yellows and rich reds and blues dancing on their cars.

Chazelle said he had brought the love story into the modern day by 
setting it in L.A., a metropolis he has lived in for almost a decade 
and which called “a city of loneliness when you first live there, not a 
city that offers itself up”.

MUMBAI: Bollywood actor Salman Khan has launched his very own 
official video game titled ‘Being Salman’ and his fans couldn’t be 
more thrilled. 
According to 
details, Salman 
Khan has 
launched his 
very own game 
in which fans 
and users can 
select from his 
three on-screen 
characters from 
the movies Dabangg, Prem Ratan Dhan Payo and Ek Tha Tiger. Users 
can choose from Chulbul Panday, Tiger and Prem to battle against 
injustice, oppression and evil. 

Salman Khan had invited his fans to play ‘Being Salman’ via his 
Twitter account and even shared a teaser of the game. It must be 
borne in mind that Salman Khan is busy these days shooting for his 
upcoming film ‘Tubelight’ which will be released next year on Eid. 

NEW YORK: Wrestler-turned-actor Dwayne Johnson topped a Forbes 
magazine list of the world’s highest paid actors on Thursday with 
an estimated 
2016 payday of 
$64.5 million.
Johnson, 
44, knocked 
Robert Downey 
Jr. off the 
top spot and 
more than 
doubled his 
2015 earnings, 
largely thanks to his action comedy “Central Intelligence.” Johnson, 
known as “The Rock” during his wrestling career, also collected 
advance fees from the eighth installment of the popular “Fast and 
Furious” racing movie franchise.
The Forbes annual list again highlighted the pay gap between men 
and women in Hollywood. Earlier this week the magazine named 
“Hunger Games” star Jennifer Lawrence the world’s highest paid 
actress for a second straight year, with an estimated 2016 take of 
$46 million.
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Jackie Chan To Receive 
Honorary Oscar
Actor Jackie Chan, film editor Anne V. 
Coates, casting director Lynn Stalmaster 
and documentarian Frederick Wiseman 
are getting honorary Academy Awards.
The film academy announced Thursday 
that the four industry veterans will 
receive Oscar statuettes at the annual 
Governors Awards ceremony in 

November. Academy President Cheryl 
Boone Isaacs described the recipients 
as “true pioneers and legends in their 
crafts.” Chan has written, directed, 
produced and starred in dozens of 
films, dazzling with his stunts and 
martial arts. His most recent release 
is Skiptrace with Johnny Knoxville; 
past credits include the Rush Hour 
series with Chris Tucker, The Karate 
Kid reboot and voicing a monkey in the 
animated Kung-Fu Panda films. Chan 
has never been nominated for an Oscar 
and doesn’t make the kind of movies 
that generally would be nominated. 
Filmmaker Edgar Wright cheered the 
choice on Twitter. “So please The 
Academy are awarding Jackie Chan 
with an honorary Oscar this year. The 
man is a legend of action cinema & its 
truly deserved,” Wright wrote.

Mahesh Bhatt To Present 
‘Do Deewane Shaher Mein’
‘Do Deewane Shaher Mein’ is an 
Indian play that brings to life famous 
English poet and playwright William 
Shakespeare’s ‘The Two Gentlemen 

of Verona’ but in the modern era. Do 
Deewane Shaher Mein is a funny and 
humorous play based on two friends 
who fall head over heels in love with 
the same girl. The play revolves around 
two characters named Sahil and Sunil, 
who are best friends and techno freaks. 
At the beginning of the play, Sahil is 
passionately in love with Mayavi, his 
love interest while Sunil hasn’t met 
anyone yet. He goes to an IT convention 
in Goa in hopes of selling a dating app 
to the who’s who of the IT world.  A 
venture capitalist from Silicon Valley, 
named Mr Khanna turns out to be his 
entry card to the convention and the 
plot takes a twist when Sunil falls in love 
with Mr Khanna’s daughter, Kashish. 
Furthermore, Sahil arrives in Goa to find 
out what is up with his best friend and 
ends up falling in love with Kashish too! 
It is then that Sahil starts scheming to 
woo Kashish from Sunil. Another twist 
takes the play by storm when Mayavi 
arrives in Goa since she finds it hard 
to live without Sahil but does not want 
to disclose it to him, What ensues is a 
hilarious cat-and-mouse game that is 
sure to put the audience into hysterics.

´Queen Of Knitwear´ Sonia 
Rykiel Dies At 86
PARIS: Sonia Rykiel, the French fashion 
designer known as the Queen of Knitwear, 
died on Thursday at the age of 86 after 

a long battle with Parkinson´s disease, 
her daughter told AFP. “My mother died 
at 5:00 this morning at her home in 
Paris from the effects of Parkinson´s,” 
Nathalie Rykiel said. The pioneering 
Rykiel was a fixture in the industry for 
half a century, launching her own fashion 
house in 1968 buoyed by the Swinging 
Sixties craze in London and the emerging 
feminist movement. Her easy-to-wear 
´chic´, iconic stripes and bright colours 
quickly came to typify a new generation 
of liberated women. “She invented not 
just a style but an attitude, a way of living 
and being, and offered a freedom of 
movement,” President Francois Hollande 
said in a tribute. She had made her 
breakthrough in 1962 with the so-called 
Poor Boy Sweater, a garment designed 
for women that had long sleeves and a 
shorter, fitted shape.The “Poor Boy” met 
resistance at first partly because of its 
bulky stitches. But all that changed in 
December 1963 when Elle magazine 
featured the 19-year-old French pop idol 
Francoise Hardy on its front cover in a 
striped red-and-pink Rykiel number. It 
became a sensation. Brigitte Bardot 
and fellow singer Sylvie Vartan were 
photographed in Rykiel sweaters and 
Andrey Hepburn herself went to the shop 
and snapped up five of them.
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Reel Review

A Flying Jatt 

Story: Aman fears heights, dogs and industrialist Malhotra who 
sends merciless Raka to grab Aman’s land - but what happens 
when Aman discovers his own superhuman powers? Can he 
defeat Raka - and the power behind him? 

Review: So, straight away, the best thing about A Flying 
Jatt is the fumbling Jatt played by Tiger Shroff. Wicked 
industrialist Malhotra (Kay Kay) wants Aman’s family’s 
lands, which hold a sacred tree, for his polluting industries. 
Aman’s mother, Mrs. Dhillon (Amrita), ferociously opposes 
Malhotra - but Aman quakes before him, intimidated 
by most things on earth, including his own martial arts 
students. 

Can Aman ever stand up to Malhotra and his huge 
henchman Raka (Nathan) - and can he fight his own fears?

Tiger does a neat job as Aman, shivering superhero 
who fights crime but also buys ‘do kilo lauki’ on the way 
home. Tiger’s evolution, from a kind but confused kid on 
the block, to a focused and fierce fighter, comes across 
well as do the film’s light moments, including Aman as 
‘Sunny Leone’. Amrita Singh, literally playing a Tiger Mom, 
displays feisty panache, berating her son for having ‘dole-
shole, no jigra’, delivering wisdom with slaps and guzzling 

drinks galore. The banter between her, Tiger and Aman’s 
fun-loving brother Rohit (Gaurav) is fresh good fun.

Sadly, as Aman’s love interest Kriti, Jacqueline adds little 
zing to this party - her role consists of grinning incessantly 
and delivering mystifying dialogues (“I like karate - it’s like, 
so, hah!”) in an accent that reminds you - with longing 
- of Katrina Kaif. Kay Kay is much too leashed - despite 
his ability, Malhotra’s malevolence simply doesn’t ooze 
through. As Raka, who literally enjoys toxic power, Nathan 
Jones growls, grunts and grins in a manic sort of way. 
These don’t make him scary - just cartoonish.

And there lies the trouble with A Flying Jatt - the full, stark 
shebang of a superhero versus super-dark powers never 
comes through. The villains remain cardboard cut-outs 
and the clash grows predictable. These thrills don’t chill. 
On the upside, for children, A Flying Jatt provides clean 
entertainment - with its innocence, it evokes more Haathi 
Mere Saathi and less cool-cat Krrish. The film takes off 
only because of its simplicity - a flying jatt who’s afraid of 
heights, a rarity in dark times of Udta Punjabs.

Cast: Tiger Shroff, Jacqueline Fernandez, Amrita Singh, Gaurav Pandey, Nathan 
Jones, Kay Kay Menon

Direction: Remo D’Souza

Credit by: Srijana Mitra Das,
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KARACHI: Cricket-obsessed Pakistanis were Tuesday celebrating their national team´s “incredible journey” to the top of the 
Test rankings after a turbulent seven years in which they were forced to play home matches on neutral venues.
Pakistan supplanted arch-rivals India to become the world´s number one Test side on Monday, after India´s final Test against 
the West Indies ended in a rain-hit draw at Port of Spain. It capped a remarkable rise under captain 
Misbah-ul-Haq´s leadership for a team which was nearly thrown out of the international arena over 
a spot-fixing scandal on their tour of England in 2010. Pakistan have also been forced to play their 
home matches in the United Arab Emirates since an armed attack on the Sri Lankan team bus 
in 2009, a significant disadvantage. Pakistan Cricket Board (PCB) chairman Shaharyar Khan 
branded the rise “historic”. “The ascension to the top of the ICC Test rankings culminates an 
incredible journey for Pakistan cricket,” he said. “This is a historic moment in our rich Test cricket 
history and the credit for this great achievement goes not only to this team but to all the players, 
coaches and support staff members who have represented Pakistan in recent years.” New coach 
Mickey Arthur stressed that the work was just beginning. “It´s a fantastic achievement and a lot of 
people deserve the credit for that, but the top of them all will be the players who have worked hard and 
been outstanding,” said Arthur, who coached Pakistan to a 2-2 draw in the four-Test series against England. “I am just the 
lucky coach who has been with the team now but others have done wonderfully well,” he added, singling out his predecessor 
Waqar Younis. “People may say that its easier to get there than to remain there so we need to keep that momentum, and 
improve in one-dayers.”

In Rio we learned Andre De Grasse is incredibly fast, and so refreshingly confident that he believed he could beat Usain Bolt. 
Yes, that’s right. Usain Bolt, the greatest sprinter who has ever lived. “I came out here to try to win gold,” De Grasse said after 
his 100-metre heat in Rio. “I’m a competitor, I feel like I have a good chance to take down these 
guys and I’m not going to wait until 2020, I want to do it now.” The 21-year-old never sounded 
cocky his speed grants him a relaxed belief in himself and his newness to the sport a likeable 
naivety.  Predicted own success. Four months ahead of the Rio Olympics, De Grasse 
predicted he would win three medals. “I’m training hard to win three gold medals and 
I feel like I can accomplish a lot and I’m very young in the sport so I just want to go 
out there and do my best,” he said in the spring. He proved you can predict your own 
success. De Grasse ended up winning three medals in Rio, a silver and two bronze  
although no gold.
Never waver:  De Grasse was never deterred from his winning attitude. Not even by the 
100-metre final, where he narrowly won bronze, beaten by both Bolt and American Justin 
Gatlin.  And even after Bolt sped away from him in the 200 final, beating the Canadian by 
almost a quarter of a second. “I definitely had a great opportunity to contend with Usain for 
a gold medal,” said  De Grasse, disappointed but resilient. Believe in your greatness
De Grasse is an exceptionally gifted sprinter. He’s just plain faster than most people. And this 
seems  to translate into a straightforward belief in himself. “I knew I had my top-end speed so I relied 
on that, my heat wasn’t too hard so I just wanted to cruise in,” said De Grasse after his 100 heat. He admitted to a safe 
(slower) start because he didn’t want to get disqualified, and he knew he could catch up. Experience can be dangerous 
De Grasse is new to high-level sprinting. He was barely doing track when the last Olympics took place. And he can’t even 
remember watching. I think I watched the 100 metres in London...or I think it was ‘08...but I remember Richard Thompson 
from Trinidad because my mom is from Trinidad. We were cheering him on. But I can’t remember exactly,” said De Grasse 
after his 200 final.His coach Stuart McMillan calls it naivety to the sport, a strength for De Grasse. It’s not uncommon for 
athletes with less experience to have more success on bigger stages. They seem to be more relaxed. For example, 16-year-
old Penny Oleksiak winning four swim medals at her first Olympics or golfer Brooke Henderson rising to the top of the LPGA 
in her rookie season.
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